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 In this paper, it will be discussed about comparison between two kinds of 

classification methods in order to improve security system based of human 

gait. Gait is one of biometric methods which can be used to identify person. 

K-Nearest Neighbour has parallelly implemented with Support Vector 

Machine for classifying human gait in same basic system. Generally, system 

has been built using Histogram and Principal Component Analysis for gait 

detection and its feature extraction. Then, the result of the simulation showed 

that K-Nearest Neighbour is slower in processing and less accurate than 

Support Vector Machine in gait classification. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Every single person in the world has unique features which is different from others. In engineering, 

it can be used as a key for identification or in security system. Generally, it’s called as biometric system. 

Many implementation of biometric system use part of human body, but it’s still very rare biometric system 

use human motion. Most of them, mainly used face recognition such as to define gender of human 

identification [1]. So in this paper, it will be disscused about methods for identifying human feature based on 

human motion especially using human gait. 

Gait is defined as the way an individual organism walk, including human. And every human has a 

unique gait as a behavioral characteristic which is different from each other. It depends on weight, leg’s 

length and size, and posture of body [2]. Studying gait combines more than a subject, like medical studies, 

psychology, biology, and motion analysis [3]. It strongly proves that gait can be used in biometrics system. 

To recognize and classify the human gait, there are two kind of approach. First one, it’s based on 

motion analysis which needs attention of whole human body movement. To ease these methods, we can use 

captured image of human silhouttes. Second, it’s based on feature approach which only needs to pay attention 

in the spesific part of human body, especially the moving part like knees and hinges [4], [5]. In other 

research, it’s said that there two approach of gait analysis, spatial feature and temporal feature analysis [6]. 

Comparing the original human body model with simulation model of gait feature can be used to 

know someone’s gait characteristic. Simulation model contains a gait cycle which is a periodic condition 

from a foot stepping in a ground until another turns. The cycle is divided into two parts of condition, which 

are called stance and swing. A stance is described when only a foot stepping in a ground, and swing defines 

when a foot swinging in the air. Generally, a cycle consists of 60% stance and 40% swing [7]. 
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It needs some steps based on image processing for identifying human gait. First, motion must be 

estimated in a lot of number in an area and must be limited by human anatomic constraint in hierarchical 

model. It’s needed to extract the fixed human body parameters. In the next step, the form of human gait will 

be analyzed by using edge sharpness to representate legs area. Heuristic model is used to estimate the period 

and will be compared with unique form of gait cycle as shown in Figure 1 [8]. And the last, that unique form 

will be recognized by classification methods. To ease, we can use HOG and PCA for extracting gait feature. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Periodic gait cycle [8] 

 

 

Histogram of Gradient (HOG) is an algorithm which is used to detect the spesific object in an static 

image. HOG utilizes colour changing of each pixel with others in the digital image and well-known as 

gradient [9]. While Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to identify the pattern and express them to 

the other form in order to show the differences and the similarities. PCA is often used as feature extraction 

method [10]. Indeed, PCA has ever been used to extract the features from chest X-ray image and provided 

more than 95% accuracy [11]. 

In this paper, will be focused only in classification methods. The classification methods have been 

compared in this paper are K-nearest Neighbour (KNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). This 

comparison is needed for our future work in implementation of Human Identification System based on 

embedded computer. The system accuracy in the main problem of gait recognition. Besides, it’s needed to 

know how much resources used for computation. SVM is chosen because the concept of multiclass one 

againts one can decrease the classification error [2]. On the other hand, KNN is a simple method in 

classification which uses the concept of learning by analogy and only classifies based on most matched 

features [12]. 

This paper will be divided into four sections which in the first, discussed about the review of human 

gait, the main focus of the discussion, and some of related works. In the second section, shown of the 

techniques used in the research. The result will be provided in the section four. And in the last, will be 

presented the conclusion and the future work of the research. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In general, gait identification process can be described as follows. General Process Design as shown 

Figure 2. Image aqcuisition is the first step to get digital image. In this step, camera will capture video and 

divides into frames. Frames will be entered into next step, called preprocessing. In pre processing, images 

will be processed to increase image quality, noise reduction, transform the image into other format, and 

determine the part will be observed. The processes are start rom grayscaling, thresholding, background 

substraction, closing, and segmentation. 
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Figure 2. General Process Design 

 

 

Feature extraction is proposed to get the important informations from the image to define the 

differences form others. To extract them, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used in this research. PCA, 

which first was introduced by Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933), is designed to collect the unique features 

from the image [13]. The unique features can be found by transforming the image from high dimensional 

data into low one. It’s obtained from a set training data of the image [14]. To simplify the problem, each 

acquired image was rezised into 80x80 pixel image. PCA steps will be provided in the Table 1 below. 

 

 

Table 1. PCA Processes for Feature Extraction 
No Step Annotation 

1 Matrices Adjustment To transform the training dataset into matrices (6400x240), then calculate the mean 

(6400x1) and get adjusted data (6400x240). 
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 Covariance matrix 

Cov = dataNormalT*dataNormal 

And result is covariance matrix with (240x240) sized. 

3 Eigenvector 

andEigenvalues 

Calculation 

Eigenvector(6400x240) andeigenvalues (1x240) from covariance matrices. 

4 Principle Component 

Extraction 

Eigenvectoris sorted based oneigenvaluesfrom highest to lowest. For classification is 

used 240 PC (Principal Component) 

 

 

Result data from feature extraction was used to classify and recognize gait and its owner. As 

explained before, main focus in this research is the comparison between SVM and KNN for classification 

and identification method. However, they shared same data and tested by the same scenarios. 

 

2.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM) for Gait Classiffication 

SVM will define the divisor between two kind of classes in the input space known as hyperlane. 

Hyperlane can be find out by calculate its margin and find maximum value. There is support vector defined 

as closest data for each class. It can be used kernel approach to get them. Kernel is defined as function for 

mapping data feature from the origin dimension into other feature with highest dimension [15]. 
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There are two kind of SVM functions in classification. The first is needed to define the classes by 

using training process. It’s purpose is to find w (weight), b (bias), and support machine from each class. Then 

in the testing process, parameters which have been obtained from training process include in the calculation 

as input to make decision function. 

 

 (1) 

 

Sign value from processes above is the result from tested data [16]. Refering to the training process, its 

implementation uses Gaussian kernel and Sygma value 6000. In the previous research, it shows the 

maximum accuracy with optimum computation time. As we know that kernel type used is very important for 

all of system performance. 

 

2.2. K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) for Gait Classification 

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) is well-known supervised learning algorithm, which classifies objects 

based on the majority class of features from k amount of closest neighbour. KNN is based on learning by 

analogy concept, where learning data are described by n dimensional numerical attributes. Each of them 

represents a point in n dimensional space. Euclidean distance formula is used to calculate the distance 

between query data and learning data [12], [17], [18]. 

 

   


n
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KNN classification accuracy depends on similarity measurement usage and value of k. Before 

implementation, have been tested some varinace of k in order to get the best accuracy. They are 1, 3, 5, 7. 

And for implementation, used k=1 because this value has best accuracy. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section, it is explained the results of testing scenarios. The parameters which is measured and 

analyzed are system accuration, computation time, light depedency for accuration, and distance of camera. 

 

3.1. System Accuracy 

Based on previous section, there are two type of classification methods. They are Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN). In SVM, it has been chosen some variables value, sigma 

6000 with Gaussian kernel. Then, in KNN method there’s given k=1 for classification. It’s based on the non 

real time testing for each method in order to take the best performance for each classification method. 

Comparison of KNN and SVM Accuration as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Comparison of KNN and SVM Accuration 

 

 

In the figure above, shown that classification using SVM was more accurate than KNN. The testing 

was done by using 118 data, and used 6 classes. SVM became more accurate because it classified by finding 

best hyperlane to divide data and based on “multiclass one againts one” concept. While KNN only used k=1 

which means it only compares with less amount of neighbourhood data. 

*)( bxxayxf iii 
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3.2. Computation Time 

Computation time analysis was performed in order to know the average of processing time. Besides, 

it’s needed to compare between SVM and KNN what’s faster in process. This measurement used same 

condition with previous test which was used sigma 6000 and Gaussian kernel for SVM, and k=1 for KNN. 

The result is shown in Figure 4 below. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Comparison of KNN and SVM Computation Time 

 

 

SVM gives faster result than KNN because in SVM only processes vector, while KNN compares 

some neighbour data to find similarities. SVM needs average 17,9 s to compute them, and KNN needs 

average 22,51 s. 

 

3.3. Light Dependency 

In order to analyze the light effect in processing, this test was proposed. The test uses six classes 

come from six person gait. Each class uses fourthy trainning data and eight test data. The result only 

represent the real time testing, means come from eight test data. Classification method parameters still use 

same with other test. For SVM still use Gaussian Kernel with 6000 sigma, while KNN uses k=1. Accuration 

in Day Light Measurement as shown in Figure 5.  Accuration in Night Light Measurement as shown in 

Figure 6. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Accuration in Day Light Measurement 
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Figure 6. Accuration in Night Light Measurement 

 

 

Based on the test, it’s shown that generally higher luminance will decrease the accuracy. The higher 

light intensity will make the data have more noise than normal condition. Besides, lamp will produce 

shadows. It makes in the night, accuracy is decrease. 

 

3.4. Effect of Camera Positions 

In this test, known that position and distace of camera from the object influenced the accuracy. It’s 

caused by pattern of captured frames. Closer object from the camera causes captured image contain less 

background but not full object in the frame. While further distance makes the object in the frame sized 

smaller. So, it needs optimum distance. Result can be described in the graphic below. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Accuration in Day Light Measurement 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the implementation, testing, and analysis can constructed some conclusions of the study.  

Overall, SVM  is better than KNN for classifying human motion by using gait of them. It can be shown in 

accuracy, computation time, and some effect of changed condition parameters. Altough, human identification 

by using gait has too many constraints to be considered. Actually in implementation, it needs more 

parameters to make better accuracy. 

In the further stage of study, the result from this study can be considered to be implemented in 

single board computer, such as raspberrry pi, pcduino board, beaglebone, etc as a security monitoring system. 

It can be integrated to our movement prediction system which has better result in accuracy [19]. Although, it 

needs more measurement, especially in resource allocation and management. 
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